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Hedge fund VGI Partners has advanced its short thesis on Corporate Travel Management for the
first time since 2018, questioning new aspects of its accounts that it believes mask underlying
weakness pre-dating the coronavirus outbreak.

In response, Corporate Travel "categorically rejects the report and will provide a response to the
ASX before the market opens" on Monday, the company replied on Sunday.

The $3 billion hedge fund questions how the group came to report a decline in the unique category
of revenue airlines and hotels use to reward travel agencies for hitting their targets  - known as
volume-based incentives - when its actual turnover from transactions increased during the same
period.

Investigating Corporate Travel’s first-half results, VGI also estimated that the company incurred an
interest rate of 7 per cent on its average debt balance during the six months ended December 31,
2019.

It contends that 7 per cent is “very high”, and coupled with interest income of just 0.2 per cent,
mounts an argument that Corporate Travel in effect window-dressed its debt balance at the end of
the half to make its accounts look healthier. Further, it is speculated to be utilising credit
card facilities to cover expenses where such liabilities can be presented as trade payables not
borrowings, the hedge fund alleges.

VGI’s claims were published in a presentation shared with its wholesale clients on Sunday. The
presentation picks up where its last short thesis assembled in October 2018 left off.
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That document identified 20 “red flags” spanning ghost offices, a rich profit margin
relative to similar companies, and the mechanics behind its reported cash
conversion.

Corporate Travel has denied VGI’s previous assertions, except to admit that it
embellished when claiming its technology was patented after VGI showed it had no
such intellectual property under patent protection.

At the time, Corporate Travel paraphrased the findings of an EY report it
commissioned which the company said absolved its financial statements of any
clouds with respect to three specific issues.

That report was never released. (PwC is the company’s auditor). Corporate Travel
downgraded its earnings guidance at its first-half results, in-line with the rest of the
listed travel sector, anticipating that COVID-19 will hold back demand.

Those accounts showed that total transaction value increased 12 per cent to $3.31
billion at the same time as volume-based incentive revenue fell to $37.4 million from
$39.7 million (down 6 per cent).

Volume-based incentive revenue is a discretionary figure, which Corporate Travel
has never disputed.

PwC, which signed off on the company’s 2019 annual report, acknowledged it was a
key audit matter: “Judgement is involved in the recognition of volume based
incentive revenue, as revenue is accrued over the contract period based on the
expected achievement of contractual performance criteria specific to each supplier.”
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VGI deduces that finance costs minus interest on leases were $2.1 million and
average debt was $30.5 million versus a closing balance of $21.6 million and $39.3
million opening balance.

On Corporate Travel’s numbers, its proceeds from borrowings were $104.8 million
(from $111.2 million) during the half, and repayments were $122.6 million (from
$97.9 million).

Finally, VGI also questions the provision by Corporate Travel to the market of a
reconciliation statement on page 18 of its first-half presentation. The hedge fund
says the starting point of those figures - derived from its profit and loss statement -
doesn’t square up with any numbers it can find and the reconciliation is
“meaningless”.

Corporate Travel used the slide to illustrate how balance sheet movements influence
swings in reported cash flow.


